TECHNICAL SUPPORT OFFICER

LEVEL 3

Full-time, two year contract

JOB OVERVIEW

Scotch College and Presbyterian Ladies College (PLC) are education institutions recognised for their industry leading technology infrastructure. Utilising the latest Cisco technologies, 10Gb AARNet internet connections, and an advanced VMware cluster, the Colleges support over 5000 users in a 24/7 connected environment.

The positions will be seen as the subject matter experts and administer the core systems and services at PLC and Scotch College. Together they will have extensive experience across several core technologies such as Cisco Wireless, Cisco Routing and Switching, Cisco Unified Communications, Windows Server, VMware, Palo Alto Firewalls and Veeam backup and replication. These positions will be employed by Scotch College however; one Systems Engineer will be located at PLC as the two schools share ILT infrastructure and resources. Participation in ILT infrastructure projects will also be a key role.

Our ideal candidate will be an excellent communicator, have a proven track record in a senior systems administrator or engineer role, a high level conceptual, analytical and problem solving skills and a highly organised and focused work ethic.

The successful candidate will need proof of, or be eligible to undertake, a Department of Education National Criminal Check or National Police Clearance and a Working with Children Clearance prior to commencing employment.

Through the Staff Association, Scotch College staff have opportunities to socialise and interact with other staff and their families, making this an enjoyable team of which to be a part.

Previous applicants need not apply as previous applications will be considered during the selection process.

________________________________________________________________________

It is our preference that applications are submitted via the Employment page of the Scotch College website www.scotch.wa.edu.au/view/employment/ with the names and contact details of two professional referees. Alternatively applications may be submitted in writing, on A4 paper stapled in the left hand corner to the HR Officer, Scotch College, PO Box 223, Claremont WA 6910. No heavy or plastic folders please.

Closing Date: Applications will be considered as received

Enquiries To: Mr Ryan Beaton, ILT Technical Manager
   Tel: 9383 6979 or Email: RPBeaton@scotch.wa.edu.au